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ABSTRACT
Manned lunar return missions are considered in terms of two
different return modes; namely, direct return and indirect
return utilizing lunar orbit rendezvous with either return propulsion only, or with both the return propulsion and return
vehicle. In the latter case, lunar operations are carried out
with a separate lunar vehicle. System weights for these return
modes are studied in terms of the number and types of propulsion stages, the number of men returned and the return time,
the size and shape of the return vehicle, overall equipment
requirements, emergency return considerations, and time on the
moon. The relation of these system weights to weights required

to escape from Earth are also treated briefly.
INTRODUCTION
Returning men from the moon to Earth is the last major event
in the sequence of events characterizing a successful manned
lunar mission. The return operation is by no means the last
major consideration, however. Indeed, as is generally recognized, the last major event in any space mission is more often
than not the first major consideration in a mission analysis,
and there is an inclination to build backwards from this consideration to determine booster requirements, guidance
requirements, e t c , to- do the job. This point of view is, of
course, oversimplified for the manned lunar mission because
the job consists first of getting men to the moon to carry out
worthwhile activities thereon and then bringing them back
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alive. Accordingly, although it would be wise to consider
lunar return missions in reverse (that is, from Barth back to
the moon) in order to determine overall mission requirements,
in these considerations careful attention must be paid to how
men were put on the moon to begin with, and at least to how
long they are there, in order to obtain meaningful comparisons
of different return mission modes. With these and other
restraints, including those pertaining to like probabilities
of mission success and survival, the authors will seek to
develop some understanding of the return problem with emphasis
on levels and trends of system weights, including the relation
of these weights to the number of men returned from the surface
of the moon to Earth* This information is employed as a final
point to touch briefly on Earth-escape weights required for a
varietv of overall lunar mission modes.
TRAJECTORIES AND VARIABLES
A complete lunar mission is envisioned to be composed of the
major elements shown in Fig. 1.
Thus a weight W;ES is
delivered to escape speed from Earth with a propulsion factor
Pgg, such that the product of Pj^g and Wgg is the Earth launch
weight. In the simplest case of a direct landing on the moon,
the escape weight Wj^s is the product of the propulsive factor
Po for midcourse maneuvers and lunar orbit injection, the propulsive factor P L for lunar landing, and the useful weight
landed on the moon. Useful weight on the moon is defined here
as the landed weight exclusive of the inert weight of the landing propulsion stage, and landing legs (which are taken at
5 percent of the landed weight). Following through the direct
mission, we take off to orbit with Bp, and return with P R ,
such that the product of Prp and P R with the return weight WR
equals the useful weight on the moon exclusive of that which is
off-loaded prior to takeoff. In regard to off-loaded weight,
note that it will always include expendables such as attitude
control propellant and waste products, which total the order of
0.1 WR for nominal missions with a few days stay time on the
moon. This weight will increase somewhat with increasing overall mission time.
Now another mode for carrying out manned lunar missions is
the technique of lunar orbit rendezvous, which is interesting
because it offers the possibility of increased mission effi3
ciency. This possibility was recognized by Hornby ( l ) and
others and studied extensively by Lina .and Vogeley (2) and
Houbolt (3).
Lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR) can take on either
of two forms. The propulsive factor P R can, in effect, be
left in orbit about the moon; and lunar landing and takeoff
3
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is achieved with WR, using Ρτ_, and Bp. A rendezvous with P R
is then effected and P R is used to propel WR back to
earth. The alternate lunar orbit rendezvous mode is to propel
to the moon, in addition to WR, a separate man-carrying
vehicle that is relatively light in weight, primarily because
it is smaller and needs no heat shield for atmosphere entry,
but which is provided with the necessary equipment to facilitate a lunar landing and takeoff with its own P^ and Prp.
Thereafter it must rendezvous in lunar orbit with P R and WR
to return the men to Earth. Lunar orbit rendezvous will first
be considered with P R alone, and then with P R and WR, and
finally these return modes will be compared with the simple
direct return for total mission durations the order of 10 days.
To facilitate and validate the comparisons, all weights will
be normalized (including those off-loaded) on the moon to the
Pr^ and P Q of the corresponding direct mission. Thus these
weights will be in the same ratio as the weights to escape
speed.
Before proceeding, however, it will be helpful to clarify
the meanings of the key variables in our study. Thus (see
Fig. l) any propulsive factor Ρ is the ratio of the total
initial weight of the vehicle at the beginning of propulsion
to the final weight at the end of propulsion and exclusive of
all detached propulsive elements. Clearly then, Ρ is a function of the velocity increment AY during propulsion (including that associated with gravity losses), the specific impulse
I of the rocket engine, and the inert fraction μ, taken here
as the ratio of inert weight to propellant weight of the
rocket. The key weight that must be identified initially is
the return weight WR, which is the sum of the entry vehicle
weight Wjjjy and the space vehicle weight Wßy. The space
vehicle may include equipment and/or volume for men, but it is
not shielded for atmosphere entry. It is appropriate now to
pin down some details. Consistent with the plan of working
backward, entry vehicles and their contributions to return
weights will now be considered.
RETURN WEIGHTS
The final maneuver of an entry vehicle is Earth landing, and
it is instructive to consider systems suitable for this purpose with low lift-drag ratio vehicles. Some of the more
attractive systems of this type are shown in Fig. 2, and they
include the steerable parachute-retrorocket combination, the
simple parachute-, the paraglider, and, in the case of the
half-cone type vehicle, the inflatable afterbody. Both the
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paraglider and inflatable afterbody provide a glide-type landing capability, whereas the parachutes give the usual verticaltype landings. There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each system, and the particular one best suited for
any given application would doubtless be determined from overall mission considerations. For the present purposes, it is
necessary to note only that the percentage of entry weight
required for Earth landing systems lies in the range from 5 to
1 5 , with 9 percent being a reasonable mean value and the one
that will be employed hereafter.
Another important feature of entry vehicles is their control
systems, and it is recognized that they may be of either the
aerodynamic or jet reaction types if lift is roll-modulated to
provide maneuverability during entry. Numerous NASA studies
have shown that the maneuverability obtained in this manner
with entry vehicles developing lift-drag ratios the order of
1/2 should be acceptable for manned lunar return missions.
Accordingly, it is of interest to study control system requirements for this case, and some results are shown in Fig. 3 in
terms of control system weight as a function of vehicle weight
for a typical half-cone and blunt-faced vehicle. In the case
of the half-cone vehicle, elevon type aerodynamic controls are
compared with reaction controls, and it is clear that the latter controls are the lighter of the two possibilities. Note,
too, that the reaction controls for the blunt-faced vehicle
are slightly lighter than those for the half-cone vehicle, primarily because the latter vehicle flys at somewhat lower altitudes and is therefore aerodynamically "stiffer" during entry.
In any case, it appears justified to assume reaction controls
for roll-modulated entry maneuvering; and these controls vary
in weight from the order of 200 to ^-00 lb for vehicle weights
from about ^,000 to 8,000 lb.
Maneuvering during entry is intended, of course, to maintain
accelerations due to aerodynamic loads at or below limits tolerable to men and to provide terminal control over the landing
point. If maximum accelerations are limited to the order of
10 g at the undershoot boundary of the entry corridor, and if
the overshoot boundary is the ballistic limit beyond which
large departures out of the atmosphere and even beyond Earth
could be experienced, then entry vehicles with a maximum L / D
of 1/2 should have corridor depths the order of 36 miles.
With this size corridor and appropriate space maneuvering and
guidance accuracies to be discussed later, a point landing
capability anywhere within and, indeed, far beyond the continental limits of the United States can be achieved with longitudinal range adjustments from about 2,000 to 8^,000 miles
measured from the point of entry. These range adjustments are
620
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within the capabilities of an entry vehicle with rollmodulated L/D = 1 / 2 .
It is well known that heat shields constitute one of the most
important single elements of entry vehicle weight, and heat
shield weights are generally determined by the maximum entryrange requirement. Estimates of these weights as a function of
vehicle volume are shown in Fig. h for the case of solid phenolic nylon (50 percent phenolic - 50 percent nylon), a typical
charring ablator-type heat shield on the blunt-face and halfcone bodies weighing 5,000 lb and having 8,000 miles entry
range at their trimmed angles of attack. It is indicated that
total heat shield weights increase markedly with volume and
are about the same for both vehicles at the same volume,
although it is clear that the distribution of weight over each
vehicle is quite different. Thus one sees that there is about
the same amount of weight on the forebody and afterbody of the
blunt-faced vehicle, whereas the majority of heat shield weight
is on the forebody of the half-cone vehicle. Note too that the
heat shield of the latter vehicle is largely insulation to
maintain the "back-face" temperature at or below about 600° F.
Accordingly, although foaming or microballooning to decrease
diffusivity of the heat shield material should be effective in
decreasing insulation weight for both vehicles, the reduction
in total heat shield weight should be greater for the half-cone
4
Finally, it is worth noting that the larger amount
vehicle.
of ablation material required on the blunt-faced vehicle is due
to the vastly larger radiation heat transfer experienced by
this vehicle during entry, and it seems unlikely (see, e.g.,
Refs. k and 5) that such vehicles will be particularly attractive from the entry heating point of view at speeds appreciably
in excess of the parabolic values of interest here. For the
present considerations, however, there is little to choose
between the vehicles, and they will not be distinguished
between hereafter. In general, the effects on heat shield
weight of increasing vehicle weight are, as shown in Fig. 6,
small by comparison to those of increasing vehicle volume (and,
hence, surface area) because, while increasing vehicle weight
increases the amount of ablation material, it decreases the
amount of insulation material due to the increased heating
rates and hence increased recessional velocities of the
4

Th'e estimated effect of foaming on heat shield weights Is
shown in Fig. 5 · The heat shield material in this case is also
assumed to be a 50-50 mixture of phenolic nylon with half the
phenolic in the form of microballoons. As anticipated, heat
shield weights for the half-cone configurations are about
200 lb less than those for the blunt vehicle of the same
volume.
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ablation interface. Accordingly, one may expect heat shield
weights (for heat shields of solid phenolic nylon) in the
range from 1,000 to 2,000 lb for vehicles with volumes ranging
3
from 200 to 800 ft , and weights of the order of 5,000 lb.
In addition to the heat shield, there are, of course, structural requirements for entry vehicles. Weight penalties associated with these requirements are shown on the left of Fig. 7
for a rather typical structure consisting of stainless steel
honeycomb supporting the heat shield and insulated from an
aluminum stringer-stiffened inner pressure vessel of 1 atm
design. The unit weight for this structure is 3·3 psf, and an
additional weight of 225 lb was added for the complete vehicle
to include provision for three hatches and windows plus nec5
essary throughputs. The resulting structural weights are seen
to vary from about 900 to 1,600 lb as vehicle volume varies
3
from 200 to 800 ft .
It is interesting to compare the entry vehicle structure with
the space vehicle structure shown on the right of Fig. 7 · This
structure has a meteor bumper of titanium or aluminum material
backed up with a spongy filler, an aluminum pressure vessel,
and insulation plus retaining wall. Recent work (see also
Refs. 6 and 7) by Summers et al. indicates that such a structure has a probability of penetration of less than 0.0001 in
the nominal meteoroid environment of cis-lunar space for a twoweek period. It weighs approximately 1.9 psf, and, with provisions for windows, hatches, and throughputs, has a net weight
that varies with volume as shown on the right of Fig. 7 ·
Obviously, this weight is the order of one half that of the
entry vehicle structure and more like one quarter that of the
entry vehicle structure plus heat shield. Accordingly, it is
of interest to inquire about the relative weight penalties for
containing all necessary volume in an entry vehicle vs. part in
an entry vehicle and part in a space vehicle.
Such an inquiry requires some understanding of volume
requirements per se, and these are largely determined by the
number of men in the system. Some information on this subject
is shown in Fig. 8, where internal usable volume per man is
shown as a function of the number of men under desirable,
acceptable, and minimal conditions. The desirable band is
estimated from submarine experience, whereas the acceptable and
minimal bands were deduced from balloon flights and groundbased simulator experiments. The fact that these bands are
only approximately located cannot be overemphasized; however,
even with this restriction, they can be used to advantage
provision of 270 lb is also made for an external air lock.
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for the present purposes. Thus, if one uses the upper boundaries of the bands for comparative purposes, one assigns about
3
55 ft /man of usable volume to a minimal three-man entry vehi3
cle, 100 ft /man to a nominal three-man entry vehicle, and
3
about 220 ft /man to a "desirable" three-man entry vehicle. In
this event, one obtains variations of heat shield plus structural weight with total return vehicle (i.e., entry vehicle
plus space vehicle) volume as shown in Fig. 9·
Evidently, the
differences in this weight are from 500 to over 1,000 lb as the
entry vehicle is increased in volume from minimal to acceptable
and finally desirable. It is interesting to note, too, that at
the acceptable volume level this weight will be several hundred
pounds higher if the volume is provided entirely within the
entry vehicle, rather than with minimal volume in the entry
vehicle and the remainder in the space vehicle. At the desirable volume level, the structural plus heat shield weight may
be the order of 900 lb higher if all the volume is provided in
the entry vehicle rather than just minimal volume in the entry
vehicle with the remainder in the space vehicle. Equipment
considerations, which will be taken up later, have the effect
of increasing these differences (by as much as a factor of 2 ) ,
and a similar effect results from increasing the number of men
in the system. It is also true, however, that desirable volumes are not likely to be required for the relatively short
times of eis-lunar flight, although they are quite likely to be
required for manned interplanetary flight. Accordingly, the
more appropriate comparison for the present purposes is of
weights for acceptable and minimal volume. One concludes from
this comparison that the weight differences,though sizable, are
probably not dominating, and one chooses therefore for considerations hereafter a class of return vehicles consisting of
an entry vehicle with acceptable usable volume per man, and a
space vehicle with sufficient volume for housing equipment not
essential in the entry vehicle. This leads, then, to a general question of equipment.
It is far beyond the scope of this paper to consider equipment in the return vehicle in detail; however, it is important
at the outset to note that it is to be identified as anything
in the vehicle other than structure and heat shields. Thus it
includes the landing system and entry control system treated
earlier, and more generally it covers the areas of landing and
recovery, stabilization and attitude control, guidance and
navigation, communication, control panel and displays, crew and
crew support, environmental controls, electrical power supply,
and scientific equipment. Estimates of the overall weight of
this equipment in the space vehicle and entry vehicle are shown
in Fig. 10 as a function of the number of men being returned
from the moon. The shaded bands are intended to show the
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spread in weights that can be obtained, depending on the
assumptions made regarding required safety margins, possible
technical advances, and probable return times. The solid lines
in these bands indicate nominally acceptable weights of equipment for return time of 1 , 3, and 5 days based on studies that
assumed the availability of existing 85-ft DSIF antennae for
normal communications, forthcoming 210-ft DSIF antennae for
emergency communications, the application of present-day capabilities in solid-state electronics, the use of d.c. equipment
such as fans, and the use of d.c.-d.c. displays to minimize
inverter power losses. It is indicated by these results that
total equipment weight may vary from the order of 3,000 to
7,000 lb in the return vehicle, depending upon the number of
men in the vehicle and the return time. About 60 percent of
this weight is in the entry vehicle, and the remaining ho percent is in the space vehicle.
This information, in combination with that on heat shields
and structures developed earlier, enables one to estimate total
return vehicle weights as shown in Fig. 1 1 . Again the upper
and lower edges of the bands are likely limits to the weights,
and the solid lines correspond to estimated nominal weights,
which vary from the order of 6,000 to 12,000 lb, depending on
the number of men returned in the range from two to six men,
and the return time in the range from 1 to 5 days. It is
appropriate next to attend to the propulsion factors associated
with getting back from the moon.
RETURN PROPULSIVE FACTORS AND LUNAR WEIGHTS
The number of propulsive factors is, of course, in the simplest case equal to the number of propulsive elements or rocket
stages, and it will be assumed initially that there are four in
all beyond escape speed, that is, P Q and Pj^ going to the moon,
and Prjj and P R returning therefrom to earth. Each propulsive
factor has a velocity component, a specific impulse component,
and an inert fraction component. The midcourse trajectory corrections of velocity in the return mission are included in the
factor P ^ ; these corrections for a typical simulated return
flight are shown in Fig. 1 2 . The simulator studies are part of
a continuing research program at Ames (see, e.g., Refs. 8 and
9) wherein a series of midcourse navigation measurements is
made to enable smoothing and refining the trajectory estimates
prior to each velocity correction. Three such corrections are
made at 20 to 2h hr intervals during a nominal 3-day return,
and it is found with this technique that the order of 30 fps
velocity change is the statistical mean square average value
required to hit the desired altitude in the entry corridor
within ±2-1/2 miles at the desired velocity within ±200 fps.
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I f one takes 7 times t h i s average value, or 210 f p s , one has a
conservative requirement f o r midcourse t r a j e c t o r y corrections
on v e l o c i t y .
Much more expensive, o f course, are the v e l o c i t y r e q u i r e ments t o achieve a nominal midcourse t r a j e c t o r y from i n i t i a l
launch conditions on or in the v i c i n i t y of the moon, as in
lunar o r b i t . I t i s assumed f o r now that launch s i t e s and
o r b i t s are near the lunar equatorial and, hence, Karth-moon
6
plane.
Estimates of the return v e l o c i t y requirements in t h i s
case are shown in F i g . 13 f o r both d i r e c t return and i n d i r e c t
return, which e n t a i l s a lunar o r b i t rendezvous requirement.
I t i s indicated that the v e l o c i t y requirement A V R t o e j e c t
from lunar o r b i t at 50 miles a l t i t u d e into the return t r a j e c t o r y v a r i e s from a l i t t l e over 10,000 fps f o r a 1-day return
t o about 3,500 fps f o r a 3- t o 5-day return, and t h i s requirement i s the same f o r d i r e c t and i n d i r e c t returns s t a r t i n g from
the same o r b i t a l a l t i t u d e .
On the other hand, the v e l o c i t y
requirements A V T J f o r t a k e o f f t o lunar o r b i t at a f i x e d a l t i tude o f 50 miles are independent of return time but are somewhat higher f o r i n d i r e c t return with the rendezvous r e q u i r e ment. Thus, AVVp i s about 6,8θΟ fps f o r i n d i r e c t return and
6,100 fps f o r d i r e c t return. I t was remarked e a r l i e r in d i s cussing Earth landing that gross control over landing point
might best be achieved by space maneuvering. This p o s s i b i l i t y
i s c l a r i f i e d by the p l o t in the lower l e f t of F i g . 13 which
shows the v e l o c i t y AVpc f o r a ±90° change in the return
plane as a function of return time. I t i s indicated that
AVpc does not exceed about 250 fps f o r d i r e c t return or about
500 fps f o r i n d i r e c t return, even at the longest return time
of 5 days. The higher AVpc v e l o c i t i e s are required f o r
i n d i r e c t return because a r b i t r a r y plane-change maneuvers cannot be i n i t i a t e d p r i o r t o rendezvous in o r b i t ; however, in
e i t h e r case these requirements are r e l a t i v e l y small, and,
coupled with those associated with return time adjustments of
the order o f 1-day, should g i v e e s s e n t i a l l y complete gross
control over earth landing p o i n t .
T o t a l v e l o c i t y requirements from these several sources,
including those f o r midcourse corrections discussed e a r l i e r ,
are shown on the lower r i g h t o f F i g . 13? where i t i s seen that
adjustments i n return time beyond about 2 days do indeed have
small A V associated with them. At values o f t p the order
of 2 - 1 / 2 days and greater the values of t o t a l A V run in the
ein f a c t , they w i l l , from considerations of adequate Earthlaunch windows, quite p o s s i b l y be not l e s s than the order o f
10° o f f the lunar equator, and propulsive requirements f o r
t h i s contingency are provided f o r h e r e i n .
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neighborhood of 10,000 fps or a little over for direct return
and a little under 11,000 fps for indirect return. As return
time approaches 1 day, values of total A V increase to the

neighborhood of 17,000 to 18,000 fps for direct and indirect
return, respectively. It may be noted in passing that velocity
requirements in transit from the Earth to the moon are the same
order as those for the direct return leg but are increased
about five hundred feet per second as a result of hover and
translational requirements in the terminal phases of landing.
So much, then, for velocity requirements, particularly as they
relate to nominal return missions.
The key question of interest next regards propulsive factors
that, when combined with return weights, yield the weights
required on the moon to carry out the return mission. Insofar
as propulsive factors are concerned, it will be assumed initially that, as noted before, there is a separate rocket stage
per factor, and in combination with the A V schedules just
discussed, two different types of rockets will be assumed. One
is of the pressure-fed type with Earth-storable propellant
(such as N 2 H 4 . U D M H - N 2 O 4 ) to represent a more simple but a less
efficient rocket. The other is of the pump-fed type with cryogenic (such as lox-hydrogen) propellant to represent a less
simple but more efficient rocket. The propulsive factors for
these rockets are shown for the direct return at the top of
Fig. l 4 , assuming a specific impulse of 315 sec and an inert
fraction of 0.16 for the Earth-storable rockets. A specific
impulse of h20 sec and an inert fraction of 0.l8 are assumed
7
The propulsive factors are, as
for the cryogenic rockets.
expected, consistently larger for Earth-storable rockets than
for cryogenic rockets (see Fig. ih) . In the case of B J J ,
values are close to 2 independent of tj^. On the other hand,
for Pp, the values decrease from the order of 3 to h for t^
equal to 1 day to the order of 3/2 for tj^ in the neighborhood
of 3 days and greater. The result shown in the lower left of
Fig. lh is that weight on the moon varies in about the same
manner as P R with tj^ but increases slightly at the larger
values of tj^ as a result of the rise in WR with increasing
life support requirements. Note that this plot is pertinent
to the case where the number of men returned N R equals the
number of men on the moon Nj^, which is 3 men, and evidently
the total weight Wj^ on the moon in this event is not likely
to be less than about 18,000 lb for cryogenic return, and
7

Inert fractions and specific impulses cannot, strictly
speaking, be treated as constants over the range of weights
et al. considered herein; however, their variations are sufficiently small as to influence only slightly the essential
results of this paper.
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2^,000 lb for Earth-storable return. Interestingly enough,
however, the weight required per man
does appear to
decrease somewhat with increasing numbers of men, varying from
about 7,000 to 5,000 lb/man as the number of men varies from
2 to 6 with cryogenic return, and from a little over 9,000 to
a little over 6,000 lb/man under similar circumstances with
earth-storable return.
In the case of indirect return requiring lunar orbit rendezvous with return propulsion only, the propulsive factors vary
with tR as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 5 , and these
variations closely resemble those for direct return. The
effective weights on the moon, normalized to the same values of
P L and P Q as for the direct return, are somewhat lower than
those for the direct return of three men, however, because no
propulsive penalty was paid for launching P R into lunar orbit
or, for that matter, for landing P R on the moon. Also note,
as in the direct return case, a reduction in the weight per man
with increasing number of men returned from the moon, but again
the weights are somewhat less than those for the corresponding
direct return. Finally, observe that going from Earth-storable
to cryogenic propulsion decreases the weight requirements but
not as much as in the direct return case.
Consider now the indirect return involving lunar orbit rendezvous of a lunar vehicle with return propulsion and a return
vehicle. Immediately subsequent to this rendezvous, the lunar
vehicle and associated propulsion system are discarded. In
this case, it is assumed that the return propulsive factors
employed for lunar orbit rendezvous with return propulsion only
still apply, so it remains primarily to establish lunar vehicle
weights. To this end, the space vehicle structural concepts
discussed earlier were considered to apply, along with the
8
equipment concepts for the reduced requirements of the lunar
vehicle. Accordingly, there is obtained the lunar vehicle
weights as a function of number of men on the moon for 3 days
shown in the upper left of Fig. 1 6 . These weights, exclusive
of propulsion, vary from 3,000 to 4,000 lb as the number of men
varies from 2 to h. In this event, and with the assumption of
1 less man left in orbit than is placed on the moon, there is
obtained the ratio of lunar vehicle weight to return vehicle
weight as a function of number of men returned shown in the
upper right of Fig. 1 6 . It is indicated that this ratio
depends on return time, and it decreases from the order of θ Λ
to the order of 0.35 as the number of men returned is increased
from 3 to 5 . It is worth remarking, too, that the assumed
8

That is, reduced by comparison to those for the return
vehicle.
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relation between number of men returned N R and number of men
on the moon
is not without justification. Thus, for brief
stays on the moon with 2 men, 1 man is left in orbit to monitor
and service equipment in the return vehicle, yielding a total
of three men returned. For longer stay times on the moon,
three men thereon are highly desirable with two exploring and
one in the lunar vehicle, while 2 men remain in orbit in the
return vehicle to relieve each other in monitoring and servicing equipment and maintaining communications with men on the
moon and on Earth. Thus, a total of five men are returned to
earth in this case. The alternate situations shown of an even
number of men returned are somewhat academic, since they
involve a fractional number of men on the moon.
Turning now to the effective weights on the moon using lunar
orbit rendezvous with P R and WR, note in the lower left of
Fig. 16 that they are somewhat below those for lunar orbit
rendezvous with P R only, because of the advantages of using
the relatively light weight lunar vehicle for landing and takeoff. On the other hand, it is seen that the differences in
weights when cryogenic rather than Earth-storable rockets are
used are now quite small indeed. Again, the weight per man
decreases with the number of men in the system as shown in the
lower right of Fig. 1 6 .
At this point, it is instructive to pin down quantitatively
the comparative lunar weight requirements for direct and indirect return missions with one rocket per propulsive factor and
for nominal lunar stay times t^ of 3 days. These comparative
requirements are suinmarized in Fig. 17 in terms of % / W j ^ , the
ratio of direct to corresponding indirect requirements for
effective lunar weights. It is seen in the upper left of
Fig. 17 that direct return has larger weight requirements than
lunar orbit rendezvous with P R only, ranging from about 75
to 135 percent at tR of 1 day to from 15 to 25 percent at
Î R of 3 to 5 days for cryogenic and Earth-storable propulsion,
respectively.
Similarly, it is seen in the upper right and lower left of
Fig. 17 that direct return has consistently larger weight
requirements than lunar orbit rendezvous with P R and W R .
Thus, for a 3-day return, the direct requirements are larger
by about 55 percent for Earth-storable propulsion and 25 percent for cryogenic propulsion. For shorter return times, this
percentage increase is larger still because of the increase in
P R , and for longer return times the percentage increase is also
somewhat larger due to the decrease in W ^ V / W R caused by the
increase in WR with additional life support requirements. If
628
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stay time

t^ on the moon were increased for a given
and
would increase instead of decrease, with the
results shown in the lower right of Fig. 17. Thus it is seen
that the ratio of
to
for lunar orbit rendezvous with
P R and WR decreases from a number greater than 1 to a number
less than 1 as t^ is increased from 3 through 15 to the order
of 30 days and greater. One can conclude, then, that longer
stay times work to the advantage of direct return, whereas
shorter return times work to the advantage of indirect return.
Moreover, it is generally clear that cryogenic propulsion is of
greater advantage to direct return than to indirect return.
WLV/WR

Up to this point, nominal staging with a rocket per propulsive unit has been considered. It is of interest now to consider the minimum staging situation with indirect return, as
it compares with the corresponding situation in direct return.
Under these circumstances the outgoing and return legs of a
manned lunar mission employing lunar orbit rendezvous are intimately coupled from a propulsion point of view. Thus, propulsive factors P R and P Q are now provided by the same rocket
that is stored in lunar orbit. Similarly, the factors Prp and
P^ are provided by the same rocket in a lunar orbit rendezvous
mission. In the corresponding direct mission P R and Bp are
provided by one rocket, whereas P^ and P Q are provided by
another rocket; therefore, both direct and lunar orbit rendezvous missions are characterized by two stages of post-earthescape propulsion.
Under these circumstances, weights on the moon for direct
return are increased only about 10 and 5 percent, respectively,
over those for nominal staging with Earth-storable and cryogenic rocket propulsion. This small effect of staging on
direct missions arises because one is in the range of optimum
staging for the range of AV, inert fractions, and specific
impulses of interest. The effect of reduced staging on indirect missions is more deleterious, however, as one sees in
Fig. 18, where ratios of direct to indirect mission weights are
shown. Thus, one sees that lunar orbit rendezvous with P R is
now without a weight advantage relative to direct return,
whereas lunar orbit rendezvous with P R and WR has its weight
advantage relative to direct return reduced by a factor of
about 2 under what it is with nominal staging. Again, but more
pronounced, is the relatively deleterious effect of increasing
tj4 on weights for the lunar orbit rendezvous with P R and WR
return mode.
At this point, it is instructive to re-examine the basic
assumptions in the return mode analysis. Two assumptions in
particular may be restrictive from an operational and, more
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generally, an emergency return point of view. First, one
recalls that operations were restricted to the vicinity of the
Earth-moon plane near zero lunar latitude. In the direct mission, this restriction is more imaginary than real, since the
plane change capability incorporated in A V permits return
operations from essentially arbitrary lunar latitudes. In the
indirect mission, however, return from arbitrary lunar latitudes imposes additional takeoff A V requirements for plane
changes to achieve rendezvous in orbit and also additional
return A V requirements because of the rotation of the moon
about the Earth-moon barycenter. In the event of an emergency
takeoff of the lunar vehicle in the case of lunar orbit rendezvous with
and WR, the additional takeoff A V requirements
can reach the order of 5,^-00 fps for the maximum plane changes
of up to 60° that could be needed at 30° lunar latitudes.
A comparable emergency can arise in the case of WR and P R
in orbit, wherein the onset of progressive malfunction of
either unit dictates immediate ejection from lunar orbit into
the return trajectory if return is to be achieved at all. In
this event the lunar vehicle may be required to have a lunar
escape capability to achieve midcourse rendezvous with WR and
thereby return all the men to Earth. This escape provision has
a A V penalty the order of 3,500 fps on Bp and the requirement for somewhat more extensive equipment in the lunar
9
vehicle.
Both this emergency provision and the one discussed
previously can be interpreted as a self-contained rescue capability giving the lunar orbit rendezvous with P R and WR mission mode something approaching the "free abort and return"
10
capability of the direct mission m o d e .
With these provisions, the lunar weights for direct and indirect return compare as shown in Fig. 19· Thus, one sees that
the direct weights are now about the same as indirect weights
for nominal staging, and they are considerably less than indirect weights for minimum staging in the case of a P R and WR
emergency requiring a midcourse return rendezvous with Wj^y.
Much the same situation applies in the case of a Prp and Wj^y
emergency requiring immediate takeoff of Wj^y from 30° lunar
latitude to rendezvous with P R and WR under adverse
9

The additional return A V requirements upon P R can
reach the order of 7,000 fps for the maximum plane change of
90° that could be needed in the event of abort from a polar
orbit of the moon. This penalty has not been considered in
compiling Figs. 19 and 20.
10
L u n a r orbit rendezvous with P R was not considered in this
discussion since it seems, with either emergency requirement,
to reduce most logically to the direct return mode.
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11

out-of-plane orbiting conditions.
These emergencies can, of
course, except in the unlikely event of simultaneous occurrence,
be provided for with the more severe A V , and hence propulsion
requirement, of the two, and with the additional equipment
12
requirements of the P R and W R emergency.
EARTH ESCAPE WEIGHTS
Up to this point, a feeling has been developed for lunar
weight requirements of manned return missions having various
mode shapes and contingencies. It is of interest as a final
consideration to note the implications of this study in terms
of Earth escape weight requirements. Recall that, for all
indirect return modes considered, the effective weights on the
moon were normalized to the values of Ρτ_, and P Q for the
corresponding direct lunar mission. Earth escape weights can
therefore be obtained easily by simply multiplying actual or
effective weights on the moon by these values of P ^ and P Q
(see earlier discussion on Earth-moon transit A V ) . These calculations have been carried out, and a few of the more interesting results are presented in bar diagram form in Fig. 20 for
the case of three men on the moon for 3 days and nominal transit times of 3 days ( 2 - 1 / 2 days minimum) each way. Thus the
escape weights are built up, first assuming nominal or four
stages of cryogenic propulsion, then considering the additive
weight effects of going to minimum staging (two for post-Earth
escape), then the effects of emergency return requirements on
lunar orbit rendezvous with P R and WR escape weights, and
finally the incremental weight effects of going to the case of
minimum stages of Earth-storable rockets. Accordingly, it is
indicated that, for direct return, arth escape weights may not
be much over 50,000 lb for four stages of cryogenic propulsion,
increasing to about 60,000 lb with just two stages of cryogenic
propulsion. Since emergency return is an inherent capability
of this mode, the remaining weight increment is due to using
Earth-storable rather than cryogenic propulsion, and it is a
large increment, increasing escape weights to just over

100,000 lb.
i:L

Such conditions can be encountered with like A V penalty
in almost any orbit including lunar equatorial, equal latitude,
and polar.
-^It might be thought that the penalties of these emergency
requirements could possibly be circumvented by storing WR and
P R in one of the "neutral" or "quasi-stationary" points in
the Earth-moon gravitational field. Checks on this possibility
have so far been unrewarding because of the large A V requirements for storage, along with the increase in Wj^y relative to
WR due to the more extensive equipment requirements for the
lunar vehicle.
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Now with nominal staging, the case of lunar orbit rendezvous
with P R starts at a somewhat lower escape weight than the
direct mission case, but with minimum cryogenic propulsion
staging, lunar orbit rendezvous with P R is a tradeoff with
the direct case. With an emergency return requirement imposed
on lunar orbit rendezvous with P R , one does better to go
direct, since there is no need for P R in orbit as it is
already provided to the vehicle on the moon. Now, lunar orbit
rendezvous with P R and WR starts, as one would expect from
previous considerations, at the lowest escape weight with four
stages of cryogenic propulsion, and this weight is the order
of η Ό , Ο Ο Ο lb. With only two stages of such propulsion, it is
increased to the order of 50,000 lb, which is about 15 percent
less than the corresponding direct and lunar orbit rendezvous
with P R cases. In the absence of the emergency return capability but with minimum stages of Earth-storable instead of
cryogenic propulsion, the Earth escape weight for lunar orbit
rendezvous with P R and WR is increased sizably to about
8θ,000 lb which is about 25 percent less than the corresponding direct weight. On the other hand, if the emergency return
requirement is imposed on the lunar orbit rendezvous with WR
and P R mode using two stages of cryogenic propulsion, the
escape weights are nearly 90^000 lb, which is substantially
higher than the nearly 60,000 lb for the corresponding direct
mode. If this requirement is imposed in combination with minimum Earth-storable staging, the escape weights for lunar
orbit rendezvous with WR and P R can indeed become large,
substantially exceeding 300,000 lb primarily because of the
high inert fraction and low specific impulse of the return
propulsion system.
The certain lesson of this comparison of escape weights is,
of course, quite simple and ageless; namely, the results of a
comparison can and frequently do depend crucially on the basis
of the comparison.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A rather broad spectrum of problems has been treated which
bear importantly on manned lunar return missions and, although
of necessity only a few of the more salient features of an
extensive study have been highlighted, a pattern of results
was observed to unfold which may be summarized as follows.
Return vehicle weights are significantly dependent on the
number of men and the usable volume per man provided in the
entry vehicle, primarily because of the strong influence of
volume and hence surface area on heat shield and structural
weights. Accordingly, return vehicle weights are maintained
relatively low by employing a compact entry vehicle for the
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men and by satisfying additional volume requirements insofar
as necessary with a relatively light-weight space vehicle.
Overall equipment weights in a return vehicle generally
exceed in total the structural and heat shield weights. Equipment, therefore, is of major importance both individually and
collectively in concept and implementation. Nominal weights
of equipment were employed to estimate overall return vehicle
weights, assuming utilization of current and near-future DSIF
facilities and present day capabilities in solid-state electronics and d . c technology. With this input, return vehicle
weights were found to range from 6,000 to 12,000 lb, depending
on the number of men returned (varying from 2 to 6) and the
return time (varying from 1 to 5 days).
Both direct and indirect or lunar orbit rendezvous return
modes were considered in terms of velocity requirements, inert
fractions, and specific impulses of the return propulsion
stages. It was found, depending on the number and types of
stages, including pressurized Earth-storable and pump-fed cryogenic, that the effective lunar weights required for the Earth
return weights noted earlier varied from as low as about
10,000 lb to as high as about 100,000 lb. Generally speaking,
increasing the number of propulsion stages is more effective
in decreasing the weights for lunar orbit rendezvous return
modes, whereas, employing cryogenic rather than Earth-storable
propulsion is more effective in decreasing the weights for
direct return.
For short times on the moon near the lunar equator, lunar
orbit rendezvous with P R and WR tends to have the lowest
lunar weight requirements for a given number of men on the
moon. With increasing time on the moon measuring in weeks to
a month, and/or with an emergency return capability for the
lunar vehicle in the lunar orbit rendezvous mode, the direct
return tends to have the lowest lunar weight requirements.
Finally, these requirements scale back in the same relation to
escape weights, which, for the nominal return vehicles considered, vary from about 60,000 to a little over 100,000 lb in
a direct post-Earth-escape mission characterized by three men
on the moon for 3 days with 3 days transit time to and from
the moon.
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